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Andrew Streett sees Psalm 80 as a "major hub" for the development of eschatological
philosophies from ancient Israel onward (p. 88). While other scholars have read Psalm 80
eschatologically and have related it to a variety of texts that are central to the eschatological
enterprise, S. goes further to work through the interpretive possibilities at several historical
stages: the "original context" of the psalm; its placement in the Psalter; its possible influence
e}sewherc in the Hebrew Bible and early Jewish texts, as well as on the NT. Psalm 80 is
read in different ways at different stages, S. claims, but the readings consistently petition
God for some ultimate form of salvation by means of an appointed king.

The main challenges for s., as he himself acknowledges, are the absence of any
explicit mention of a king in the text of Psalm 80 and the lack of direct quotations of the
psalm in other texts. Whatever success S. achieves stems from his careful delineation of
terms and methods. He defines "eschatology" broadly to incmde any expectations of ?return
from exile, a restored Davidic monarchy, a reunited nation, rebuilding of Jerusalem or the
temple, coming of messianic figures, manifestation of the kingdom of God, judgment of
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national enemies and the wicked, resurrection from the dead, and new creation" (p. 2). S.
also gives himself broad methodological latitude, deeming his study a "comparative
midrash" (p. 10), a literary exercise for exploring intertextual connections. Accordingly, his
criteria for identifying an allusion are taken from Christopher Beetham and allow for simi-
larity of rare concepts without exact lexical overlap lEchoes of Scripture in the Letter r4
Paul to the Colossians [BIS 96; Leiden: Brill, 2008]), rather than the more stringent criteria
of leffery M. Leonard ("Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions: Psalm 78 as a Test Case," JBL
127 [2008] 241-65).

In chap. 1, which addresses Psalm 80 in its "original context," S. identifies two ele-
ments that are especially prone to eschatological interpretation: the vine in vv. 9-17 that
God transplants from Egypt, nurtures, and then leaves to be pillaged by beasts, and the man
in v. 18 referrcd to as "the right-hand man," and "the one You have taken as Your own." S.'s
recourse to intertextual allusions permits him to read much into these elements:

Psalm 80 portrays the foundation of Israel as the planting of the primordial garden
that is soon destroyed by chaos monsters. The psalm calls on God to renew this cre-
ation through the agency of the king acting as Adam, the gardener and caretaker of
creation, or as the chaos-conquering god, and for a revivification of the people, the
vine. (pp. 34-35)

In chap. 2, S. suggests that the placement of Psalm 80 in the Psalter strengthens its
connection to royal psalms in other key locations. As a result, the man in v. 18 is more likely
to be taken as a member of the Davidic royal line, and the vine may be read as a reference
to Jerusalem or the temple.

In chap. 3, S. sees a strong connection between Psalm 80 and the dream sequence in
Daniel 7; whereas earlier scholars merely pointed to shared motifs, S. argues that Psalm 80
is actually a structural and thematic source for Daniel 7. As the central evidence for the
allusion, S. points to the "combination of ravaging beasts representing foreign enemies and
an ostensibly royal figure called ' son of man"' (p. 107). Whatever the merits of this reading
of Daniel 7, the allusion points back not to the wording of Psalm 80 itself-which does not
contain a word for "king" and lacks any description of the "son of man"-but to an inter-
textual cloud of meanings. Nevertheless, S. refers to Psalm 80 as if it contained these terms:
"The son of man in Ps. 80:18 is most likely a Davidic king as shown in chapter 1, and the
son of man in Dan 7:14 is given 'dominion and glory and kingship" (p. 107).

In chap. 4, S. takes up a variety of early Jewish and rabbinic texts, including the LXX,
Dead Sea Scrolls, the first-century c.E.. Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum, 2 Baruch, Psalms
Targum, and Leviticus Rabbah. S.'s treatment of these texts is explicitly speculative, given,
for example, that the Dead Sea Scrolls contain no fragments of Psalm 80.

The NT is taken up in the next three chapters. In chap. s, S. argues that "an allusion
to Psalm 80"-by way of Daniel 7-"is the source of the connection between the Son of
Man, suffering, and resurrection" in Mark (p. 161 ). In chap. 6, he contends that Psalm 80
is a source for the disposition of the son in the vineyard in Mark's version of the parable of
wicked tenants. Finally, in chap. 7, he holds that an allusion to Psalm 80 in John 15:l-8
treats the true vine as a reference to the son rather than to the people and positions the
disciples as branches.
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Taken as a "comparative midrash," S.'s work is an ambitious and suggestive literary
analysis. Too often, however, he resorts to the language of historical demonstration rather
than intertextual exploration.
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